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Maps Of The Sound. PDF Summer of love with
wise words and reflections. By Prof Maksudul
Alam.. 143, Maksudul Alam, Maksudul Momin,
Momin Chowdhury, professor, CSE, Jatrabari,

Faisal.Q: Behavior of port mapping in DHCP as
localhost or public IP? When we have a MAC
address with the private IP, and we want to

map the port, when configuring IP addresses
for DHCP on the Wi-Fi router, will the router use
the private IP or the public IP? A: The router will
use the private IP when it needs to route. The

public IP will only be used when the router
hands it out. It's possible the router uses the

public IP in some situations to avoid talking to
other DNS servers, but for most people it's not
going to affect anything if it's using the private
IP. Q: How to access a property name from a

class extending another class in PHP I have an
abstract class which contains: abstract public

function save(); Then there is an abstract class
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extending this, which also has a abstract
method with the same name. Like this:

abstract class AbstractA extends AbstractB {
public function save() { // is there any way to
access the key name here? echo key; } } How
can I get the key name, which is defined in the
AbstractB class and is passed as an argument

to the save function of the AbstractA class?
EDIT: AbstractB's save function saves the

object by doing $this->__set, which seems to
me to be the only way to access the property

name on the object $this. A: abstract class
AbstractA extends AbstractB { public function

save() { $foo = new $this->__set('key', 'foo'); //
Works as usual c6a93da74d
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